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Holy Crap!!
In his first novel, journalist Binoo K. John returns to the land of his birth - the magical, sensual, about-to-be-drowned tip of
Kerala. Within moments of meeting Savio, the young man whose voice weaves magic in the lives of those around him, we
are plunged into a story of undying love and great loss wherein church and mosque and temple vie for believers, young
love finds its moorings in tragedy, and friends must earn their rites of passage. Set against the backdrop of the 2004
tsunami, this is a gripping novel about ordinary people who survive against great odds to carve their indelible stories on
sand.

Against the Grain
Becoming a mother is rarely what you expect. Jane Roper never expected she'd have twins—or that they'd be such a
spirited twosome. She didn't expect that finding the right balance of work and home would be so tricky. And she certainly
didn't expect she'd grapple with a diagnosis of bipolar disorder during her daughters' toddler years. But she also didn't
anticipate just how much joy, laughter and self-discovery motherhood would bring. Full of warmth, honesty, occasional
advice, and a generous helping of humor, Double Time is a smart and engaging account of the first three years with
multiples and a refreshingly candid and vulnerable look at clinical depression. It's a memoir that will resonate countless
women—especially those parenting in double time.
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Double Time
The president has announced that Earth is going to collide with a rogue moon, and in the process, our entire planet is going
to be smashed to bits. As one would expect, upon hearing this news, humans went ballistic. It was as if every sports team in
the world lost their championship game at the same time. No car was left unrolled—but oddly enough, Taco Bell remained
open and made unfathomable profits in the last days. Apparently, Doritos Locos® Tacos were a popular last meal. Autumn
(who for the purposes of this retelling asked to be portrayed as drool-inducing hot with kickass ninja skills) has just been
handed the task of saving all of humanity. With the help of her unbelievably sexy alien boyfriend and her kleptomaniac
friend with fire-retardant hair, Autumn takes a spaceship and races to save her fellow humans by using the Ark of the
Covenant. Along the way, she discovers how sheltered people are from the truth of extraterrestrials and their power to
either protect us or destroy us. Stupid government. Grab a bottle of wine, a shipload of snacks, and prepare to take a ride
on this humorous chick lit romantic sci-fi paranormal adventure. If you’re into Ancient Aliens, conspiracy theories, UFOs,
crave a little sexy time in your reading, are curious if we were genetically engineered (like the Sumerian cuneiform texts
claim), and are dying to find out the meaning of life, then this book is for you.

The Last Song Of Savio De Souza
Real-world, from-the-trenches toddler parenting advice from the author of the bestselling Oh Crap! Potty Training.
Toddlers—commonly defined as children aged between two and five years old—can be a horribly misunderstood bunch.
What most parents view as bad behavior is in fact just curious behavior. Toddlerdom is the age of individuation, seeking
control, and above all, learning how the world works. But this misunderstanding between parents and child can lead to
power struggles, tantrums, and even diminished growth and creativity. The recent push of early intellectualism coupled
with a desire to “make childhood magical” has created a strange paradox—we have three-year-olds with math and
Mandarin tutors who don’t know how to dress themselves and are sitting in their own poop. We are pushing the toddler
mind beyond its limit but simultaneously keeping them far below their own natural capabilities. In the frank, funny, and
totally authentic Oh Crap! I Have a Toddler, social worker Jamie Glowacki helps parents work through what she considers
the five essential components of raising toddlers: —Engaging the toddler mind —Working with the toddler body
—Understanding and dealing with the toddler behavior —Creating a good toddler environment —You, the parent Oh Crap! I
Have a Toddler is about doing more with less—and bringing real childhood back from the brink of over-scheduled, overstimulated, helicopter parenting. With her signature down-and-dirty, friend-to-friend advice, Jamie is here to help you
experience the joy of parenting again and giving your child—and yourself—the freedom to let them grow at their own pace
and become who they are.
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The Faith of Donald J. Trump
It's Your First Year Teaching, But You Don't Have to Act Like It is for anyone who is either studying to be a teacher or who
has recently entered the teaching profession. This book includes sections on: How to find a job, How to prepare for the job,
What to do and say on your first day, How to handle various discipline situations that may arise throughout the first year.
Any prospective teacher who reads this book will reap immediate benefits. Whether it is during the job search, the planning
stage, the first day in the classroom, or the first year as a whole, Kitchen offers practical, humorous, and motivational
advice that prospective teachers can use to help them survive their first year.

Holy Crap!!! Is Anyone Thinking About the Children?: The Lifelong Journey of an Educator from
Student to Superintendent (Life Is Really the Teacher)
Year's Best SF 14
Jamie Glowacki—potty-training expert, Pied Piper of Poop, and author of the popular guide, Oh Crap! Potty Training—shares
her proven 6-step plan to help you toilet train your preschooler quickly and successfully. Worried about potty training? Let
Jamie Glowacki, potty-training expert, show you how it’s done. Her 6-step, proven process to get your toddler out of diapers
and onto the toilet has already worked for tens of thousands of kids and their parents. Here’s the good news: your child is
probably ready to be potty trained EARLIER than you think (ideally, between 20–30 months), and it can be done FASTER
than you expect (most kids get the basics in a few days—but Jamie’s got you covered even if it takes a little longer). If
you’ve ever said to yourself: ** How do I know if my kid is ready? ** Why won’t my child poop in the potty? ** How do I
avoid “potty power struggles”? ** How can I get their daycare provider on board? ** My kid was doing so well—why is he
regressing? ** And what about nighttime?! Oh Crap! Potty Training can solve all of these (and other) common issues. This
isn’t theory, you’re not bribing with candy, and there are no gimmicks. This is real-world, from-the-trenches potty training
information—all the questions and all the ANSWERS you need to do it once and be done with diapers for good.

Adventures of a Currency Trader
An Extra Year is the true story of a couple whose relationship continues after one of them dies. It chronicles communication
they shared on their own and with the help of clairvoyants and how that communication helped the author not to live with
grief and loss but to live through and beyond it. A former psychotherapist, Steven Morrison applies the contemporary, nonreligious, religion-friendly, universally spiritual concepts he works with as a teacher to his own loss experience and, in so
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doing, gently challenges us to look beyond what we have been taught about grief and loss. Having done so, he reports
having had an experience that grew his soul and enriched his life. This book about grief and loss is truly a book about life
and living and, of course, about loving

Oh Crap! I Have a Toddler
Travis and his best friends Ryan and Jasper live for the thrill of watching their horses race. When a thief starts hacking off
the tails of Standardbred horses stabled at Blackdown Park, suddenly the track isn't such a great place to hang out. Things
get even more unpleasant when a troubled girl comes between Travis and his friends. Travis has to make some tough
choices, but how can he stand by his friends when he no longer trusts them?

Holy Crap You're 30!
Based on extensive inside sources, including exclusive interviews with the President and Vice President, The Faith of Donald
J. Trump explores his rarely discussed, but deeply important, religious beliefs and relationships with leading Evangelicals.
The Chief Political Correspondent for the Christian Broadcasting Network and the "Jesus in the Public Square" columnist for
the Washington Times explore the rarely discussed, but deeply important, religious beliefs and worldview of Donald J.
Trump and his advisors. Donald J. Trump was raised as a Presbyterian and has praised both Christianity and the primacy of
the Bible. In the Oval Office, he has surrounded himself with close advisors who share his deep faith. In this deeply reported
book, David Brody and Scott Lamb draw on unparalleled access to the White House to explain President Trump’s connection
to the Christian faith, the evangelical right, the prosperity gospel, and the pressing moral and ethical issues of our day. In
part, the authors argue, President Trump won over evangelicals not by pandering to them, but by supporting them and all
their most important issues without pretending to be something he’s not. Though the forty-fifth president is far from the
perfect vessel—he has been married three times—his supporters argue that Donald Trump may be just what America
needs. This book reveals how he has surrounded himself with believers who think he is the one guiding figure who can
return us to the traditional values—hard work, discipline, duty, respect, and faith—that have long been the foundation of
American life, and truly make America great again in all ways.

Holy Crap! Chicken Soup for the Bowl
Real-world, from-the-trenches toddler parenting advice from the author of the bestselling Oh Crap! Potty Training.
Toddlers—commonly defined as children aged between two and five years old—can be a horribly misunderstood bunch.
What most parents view as bad behavior is in fact just curious behavior. Toddlerdom is the age of individuation, seeking
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control, and above all, learning how the world works. But this misunderstanding between parents and child can lead to
power struggles, tantrums, and even diminished growth and creativity. The recent push of early intellectualism coupled
with a desire to “make childhood magical” has created a strange paradox—we have three-year-olds with math and
Mandarin tutors who don’t know how to dress themselves and are sitting in their own poop. We are pushing the toddler
mind beyond its limit but simultaneously keeping them far below their own natural capabilities. In the frank, funny, and
totally authentic Oh Crap! I Have a Toddler, social worker Jamie Glowacki helps parents work through what she considers
the five essential components of raising toddlers: —Engaging the toddler mind —Working with the toddler body
—Understanding and dealing with the toddler behavior —Creating a good toddler environment —You, the parent Oh Crap! I
Have a Toddler is about doing more with less—and bringing real childhood back from the brink of over-scheduled, overstimulated, helicopter parenting. With her signature down-and-dirty, friend-to-friend advice, Jamie is here to help you
experience the joy of parenting again and giving your child—and yourself—the freedom to let them grow at their own pace
and become who they are.

Holy Crap! The World is Ending!
Lunacy, Alaska - population 506 - is Nate Burke's last chance. As a Baltimore cop, he had watched his partner die - and the
guilt still haunts him. Maybe serving as Chief of Police in this tiny, remote town, where darkness falls by mid-afternoon and
temperatures fall to below zero, will bring some kind of solace. It isn't as if he has anywhere else to go. Aside from sorting
out a run-in between a couple of motor vehicles and a moose and pulling apart two brothers fighting overJohn Wayne's best
movie Nate's first weeks on the job are relatively quiet. But as he wonders whether this was all a big mistake, an
unexpected kiss from feisty bush pilot Meg Galloway under the brilliant Northern Lights of the Alaska sky lifts his spirit - and
convinces him to stay just a little longer. Born and raised in Lunacy, Meg has learned to be independent. But there's
something about Nate's sad eyes that gets under her skin, and warms her frozen heart. However, when two climbers find a
corpse on the mountain, Nate discovers that Lunacy isn't quite the sleepy little backwater he imagined.

Freshman Year & Other Unnatural Disasters
This funny 30th Birthday Gift Journal / Diary / Notebook makes for a great birthday card / greeting card present! It is 6 x 9
inches in size with 110 blank lined pages with a white background theme for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, or even
sketching.

An Extra Year
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In his insightful new book, Holy Shit: Managing Manure to Save Mankind, contrary farmer Gene Logsdon provides the inside
story of manure-our greatest, yet most misunderstood, natural resource. He begins by lamenting a modern society that not
only throws away both animal and human manure-worth billions of dollars in fertilizer value-but that spends a staggering
amount of money to do so. This wastefulness makes even less sense as the supply of mined or chemically synthesized
fertilizers dwindles and their cost skyrockets. In fact, he argues, if we do not learn how to turn our manures into fertilizer to
keep food production in line with increasing population, our civilization, like so many that went before it, will inevitably
decline. With his trademark humor, his years of experience writing about both farming and waste management, and his
uncanny eye for the small but important details, Logsdon artfully describes how to manage farm manure, pet manure and
human manure to make fertilizer and humus. He covers the field, so to speak, discussing topics like: How to select the right
pitchfork for the job and use it correctly How to operate a small manure spreader How to build a barn manure pack with
farm animal manure How to compost cat and dog waste How to recycle toilet water for irrigation purposes, and How to get
rid ourselves of our irrational paranoia about feces and urine. Gene Logsdon does not mince words. This fresh, fascinating
and entertaining look at an earthy, but absolutely crucial subject, is a small gem and is destined to become a classic of our
agricultural literature.

I Heart My Little A-Holes
Almost every couple faces a “now what?” moment as their last kid moves out of the house. There’s a big empty nest
looming over this new and uncertain stage in their lives. David and Veronica James chose to look at this next phase of life
as a beginning instead of an ending. Rather than staying put and facing the constant reminders of empty bedrooms and
backseats, a plan began to develop to sell the nest and hit the highway. But could a homebody helicopter mom learn to let
go of her heartstrings and house keys all at once? Filled with a sense of adventure and humor, Going Gypsy is the story of a
life after raising kids that is a celebration of new experiences. Pulling the rip cord on the daily grind, David and Veronica
throw caution to the wind, quit their jobs, sell their house, put on their vagabond shoes, and go gypsy in a beat-up old RV
found on eBay. On a journey of over ten thousand miles along the back roads of America (and a hysterical, error-infused
side trip into Italy), they conquer old fears, see new sights, reestablish bonds with family and friends, and transform their
relationships with their three grown children from parent-child to adult-to-adult. Most importantly, they rediscover in
themselves the fun-loving youngsters who fell in love three decades prior.

Big Jesus
Working on keeping your finances in order? Our Monthly Bill Planner and Organizer provides a fantastic way to organize
your bills and plan for your expenses.Simple and user-friendly, the journal comprises of easy-to-fill-out pages to motivate
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you to plan your expenses and account for your bills. Check off when you have paid a bill or add a note in the corner of the
journal.This is also an ideal gift for anyone looking for a great planner to start the New Year right by being organized and on
track with bills.Whether for business, personal finance bookkeeping, budgeting or money management, this is the perfect
tool to conquer the feeling of money getting out of control by laying everything out clearly at the beginning or end of each
month.

The Raw Files: 1996
Praise for ADVENTURES of a CURRENCY TRADER "A truly easy, unique, and enjoyable read! Rob has done it once again to
teach us in the funniest way possible how not to make the most common trading mistakes. If you are tired of reading howto books, this is perfect for you. I highly recommend this book to all traders. Everyone will learn something about
themselves by reading this book." —Kathy Lien, author, Day Trading the Currency Market, and Chief Strategist,
www.dailyfx.com "Adventures of a Currency Trader is a must read for anyone who has ever traded or is thinking about
trading in the Forex markets. Rob Booker has a unique way of taking years of market knowledge and transforming it into an
educational and entertaining experience. It has quickly become a cult classic in my trading library!" —H. Jack Bouroudjian,
Principal, Brewer Investment Group "Brilliant! Rob's humor and humanity shine through in this parable about trading and
life. Filled with wisdom and wit, it's an exhilarating rollercoaster ride through the peaks and valleys of the learning curve,
with many valuable lessons learned along the way." —Ed Ponsi, President, FXEducator.com "Rob's fable of everyman 'Harry
Banes' is destined to become a trading classic. This is both the missing piece and the foundation that comes before the
strategies and methodologies. The search for the Holy Grail begins and ends in the heart and mind. The journey is authentic
and real and if you're willing to take it with Rob, you will be rewarded in the end. Seldom has psychology and wisdom been
so entertaining!" —Raghee Horner, trader and author of Forex Trading for Maximum Profit and Days of Forex Trading "In a
series of insightful and entertaining vignettes, Rob Booker teaches both the novice and the experienced trader some hard
won truths about the currency market. It's a must read book written by a guy who survived the trenches and went on to
prosper in the biggest and most competitive financial market in the world." —Boris Schlossberg, Senior Currency Strategist,
Forex Capital Markets LLC, and author of Technical Analysis of the Currency Market

A Look to the Future Through the Eyes of an Eighty Year Old Pirate
Unique visions and astonishments—new stories by: Tobias S. Buckell and Karl Schroeder Cory Doctorow Neil Gaiman
Kathleen Ann Goonan Alastair Reynolds Michael Swanwick Last year's best short-form SF—selected by acclaimed, awardwinning editors and anthologists David G. Hartwell and Kathryn Cramer—offers stunning new extrapolations on what awaits
humankind beyond the next dawn. The art of the story is explored boldly and provocatively in this powerful new collection
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of Year's Best speculative fiction.

Holy Shit
Laugh-out-loud funny high school drama - perfect for fans of Lauren Myracle and Meg Cabot Let's say you're fourteen and
live in New York City. You'd think your life would be like a glamorous TV show, right? And yet . . . You don't have a checking
account, much less a personal Black American Express card. You've never been to a club, and the only couture in your
closet is a Halloween costume your mom made from an old laundry bag. In other words? You're Kelsey Finkelstein fourteen and frustrated. Every time she tries to live up to her awesome potential, her plans are foiled. Kelsey wants to
rebrand herself for high school to make the kind of mark she knows is her destiny. But just because Kelsey has a plan for
greatness . . . it doesn't mean the rest of the world is in on it. Kelsey's hilarious commentary and sardonic narration of her
freshman year will have readers laughing out loud - while being thankful that they're not in her shoes, of course.

Holy Crap Larry Is That You
“We should start our own religion.” One simple sentence, one really bad idea. But to chronic underachievers Danny Welles
and Walter James, starting a new religion sounded like the best idea they'd ever had. Those six little words would inspire
them to write their own dogma, ensnare a gullible Hollywood star to be their spokesman, hijack the nation’s highest-rated
TV talk show and create the Church of OK, a religion based on “positivity and permissiveness” that would fuel a media
firestorm rocketing them to fame – and infamy. Holy Crap is a funny, satirical look at our modern culture, following its
characters as they take on religion, Hollywood, television, the tabloids and each other with the goal to enrich lives – as well
as their own bank accounts. It’s a journey filled with religious zealots, 7-Eleven hot dogs, Caddyshack as a Christian
allegory, Kama Sutra with cats, a certain amount of substance abuse, and heartfelt sex on playground equipment.

Oh Crap! Potty Training
Unusual novelty 65th Birthday gifts/present. More than a birthday card a gift as well. With undated Planner/Diary and blank
wide lined paper, can be used for college, the work place Gratitude Diary and/or many other everyday uses. Handy compact
size of 6x9ins to fit in purses handbags backpacks. 130 pages. Also in this range are ages 20 to 80 years old

Holy Crap
HOLY CRAP! chicken soup for the bowl by Michelle Gallien
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Letters from Home
Over a forty-year period, my career in education expanded the private and public sectors, but mostly public. Hopefully over
that period, I grew in my understanding of myself and human nature. While the work I did was intended to improve the lives
and opportunities for children, it did not always turn out to be the case. Energy was often diverted to those interests
belonging to adults. I am not referring to parents. The adult interest that I speak of here is the interest of those within the
system: administrators, school board members, and government officials. While I might have included teachers, I did not,
for these are the hardest and most dedicated individuals of this group. Someone once said, It is about powerwho has the
power, who wants the power, and who gets the power. This is the distraction and children are not the benefactors.

Pecan Pies and Homicides
This may be the most honest book ever written about Jesus. As a veteran pastor in the United Church of Christ, Dr. Watson
shares his thoughts on the timeless topic of Christology--the doctrine of Christ--with new and creative insights, informative
and accessible theology, personal anecdotes, and lively wit. Nothing is off-limits in this no-holds-barred contribution to the
Jesus genre. Big Jesus is not another theological "spin" on the identity and nature of Jesus of Nazareth, nor is it a
sentimental fairytale for those who prefer their Christology to be served up on Sunday mornings with fluffy sheep, little
children, and footprints in the sand. This book is for Christian adults with a sense of humor.

Holy Crap! The World is Ending!
When Printers with feet come to Earth One boy will lose his best friend. Make fun of giant monsters. Meet several people.
Stop for a hotdog. Find out that intergalactic printers are plotting to take over the Earth. Get into a paintball war. Get beat
up by giant monsters. See places that dont even exist. Meet up with a magical genie. And find that the greatest hope of
allwas in the printers he killed. And by the way, this isnt in order.

Holy Crap! You're 40
[Book 1 in the "Year of the Chick" series. There's a bit of a cliffhanger to end this book, but the sequel addresses any
unanswered questions] An awkward family homecoming at Christmas. A humiliating public weigh-in, with two judging
parents as the audience. The announcement of a deadline for arranged marriage doom. And that's just the first two
chapters. In "Year of the Chick," Romi Narindra must find love before her parents find her a husband (a seemingly absurd
concept that's the norm in many cultures). To escape her fate, Romi wades through the waters of secret-dating, where selfPage 9/15
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consciousness is at an all-time high, and experience at an all-time low. It's the sort of thing that would turn almost anyone
into a man-crazy freak with romance tunnel-vision, and that's exactly what happens to her. All the while, a lack of
inspiration in her corporate job leads Romi to her love of writing, in what quickly becomes a man-quest play-by-play. From
whiskey-breath scum bags to uni-brow creeps and everything in between, Romi and her wingmen come up empty time
after time. And that's when she meets a fellow writer. On the Internet. So will it be arranged marriage doom, or an Internet
affair that's not as creepy as "To Catch a Predator"? Time will tell in the "year of the chick," a twelve-month quest to find
love. Tick-tock. --------------------------------------------- "Year of the Chick" is book 1 in a series, and the sequel "Last-Minute Love"
is available now! LENGTH: 75,000 words or 288 pages DISCLAIMER: this book contains profanities, blunt accounts of the
dating scene, and cringe-worthy awkward family moments (free,freebie,chicklit,love,romance,romantic
comedy,funny,humor,humour,long distance,multicultural,marriage,dating,relationships)

Razor's Edge
Baby, It's Cold Outside
New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling indie authors Jennifer Probst, Emma Chase, Kristen Proby, Melody Anne, and
debut author Kate Meader come together to write a sizzling romance anthology. Outside it may be frosty, so turn the heat
way up with these stories of desire! Can a determined woman executive and a playboy billionaire survive being stranded
together in a snowstorm? Jennifer Probst depicts an encounter almost too hot to handle… Drew and Kate play an encore to
Tangled in this sexy take on a “Christmas Carol” by Emma Chase. When a Christmas Eve argument condemns Drew to a
troubled night, three dream women teach him that no gift could be more tantalizing than Kate… With Kristen Proby, ski
slopes are quite delightful. Grace Douglas is sure she’ll never learn to ski, but instructor Jacob Baxter could teach her
lessons of a different kind… Can a southern California transplant survive Montana’s deep snows? Melody Anne, author of
the bestselling Andersons series, melts the icy drifts completely away with the heat between sexy Hawk Winchester and
brand-new teacher Natalie Duncan… What could be hotter than a firefighter? Kate Meader shows how hot it can get as Beck
Rivera and heiress-turned-tattoo-artist Darcy Cochrane discover that nothing ignites holiday flames like rekindling a lost
love…

Year of the Chick
Everyone knows the Greenleaf family puts the “Hell” in Hellcat Canyon—legend has it the only way they ever leave is in a
cop car or a casket. But Glory Greenleaf has a different getaway vehicle in mind: her guitar. She has a Texas-sized talent
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and the ambition (and attitude) to match, but only two people have ever believed in her: her brother, who’s in jail, and his
best friend . . . who put him there. Sheriff Eli Barlow has secretly been in love with Glory since he was twelve years old.
Which is how he knows her head is as hard as her heart is soft—and why she can’t forgive him for fracturing her family . . .
or forget that night they surrendered to an explosive, long-simmering passion. But when a betrayal threatens Glory’s big
break, Eli will risk everything to make it right . . . because the best way to love the girl from Whiskey Creek might mean
setting her free forever.

Going Gypsy
Following the success of Go the F**k to Sleep, Confessions of a Scary Mommy, and Ketchup Is a Vegetable, a collection of
funny, warm, and charmingly profane tales from the frontlines of parenthood by the author of the popular Baby Sideburns
blog. Once upon a time you and your partner had a perfect life: dinners out, weekend mornings cuddling in bed, brunch
with friends. Then you gave birth to a poop machine (or two). Now, it's all about the pediatrician, breast pumps, princess
dresses, and minivans. And discovering that your pride and joy is actually a little A-hole. When your son wakes you up at
3:00 A.M. because he wants to watch Caillou, he's an a-hole. When your daughter outlines every corner of your living room
with a purple crayon, she's an a-hole. When your rug rats purposely paint the kitchen ceiling with their smoothies, they're aholes. At times like these, it's only natural to want to kill them (or yourself). But it's against the law (and there's the suicide
hotline). Plus, there's that whole loving them more than anything in the whole world thing. In I Heart My Little A-Holes,
Karen Alpert shares hilarious stories, lists, and deep thoughts on the joys and horrors of raising children. Accompanied by
cheery illustrations and photos I Heart My Little A-Holes will make you laugh so hard you'll wish you were wearing a diaper.

Star Trek: Year Five #12
Lee Sease traces his career as an educator. He focuses on two separate but intertwined themes. One is on his own personal
development from childhood experiences to the influence of professional mentors. The other focus is on the distractions
that prevent us from doing our very best in educating and preparing our children for citizenship and adulthood. As he
struggles with these distractions, he must continuously reflect back upon the key mile stones in his own development,
particularly that which he learned from his mentors, to find grounding in what he truly believes and values. After all, life is
the real teacher and we must be prepared to see our experiences as our laboratory for personal growth. Self-examination is
an important discipline for someone who chooses a profession that involves an intense working with others. Without it, the
tendency is to continuously reflect and judge others. Judgement is the principle roadblock to building effective relationships
which is the foundation for success. When relationships are built upon honesty, trust, and support, the work moves forward
and the opportunity for success is optimized. When relationships are surrounding by deception, fear, and control, failure
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looms. In this body of work you will witness the growth of an individual through not only love and appreciation but through
trial and abandonment. You will witness relationships built upon strong foundations and relationships built upon decay. In
the end, we can learn from both experiences.

Northern Lights
Wild at Whiskey Creek
Her Charmed Pie Shoppe is open for business, but baker Ella Mae LeFaye is about to discover solving a murder is not as
easy as pie… Owning the Charmed Pie Shoppe and serving enchanted treats in the magical town of Havenwood, Georgia,
seemed like a little slice of heaven for Ella Mae LeFaye. But now her hopes for both a lasting romance with Hugh Dylan and
business success are starting to seem like pie in the sky, and Ella’s left wondering: Where has the magic gone? When an
enchanted grove is set ablaze, Ella realizes she has more grave problems. With her magic waning, she’s going to have to
sleuth from scratch to stop an arsonist who has no respect for sacred ground—or human life…

Oh Crap! I Have a Toddler
Talking pancreases, fake superhero trials , God-like insurance salesmen, teenaged congressgirls, bovine genealogists,
sausage lore, the forgotten history of the American canine electorate, and gynecological street gangs all guest star in this
ode to the vortex of weird that we call twenty-first century America. Bowen Craig, author of Keeping Away From the
Joneses, explores the stranger aspects of modern life through the lens of an aging pirate. Four out of five mental patients
agree that A Look To The Future Through The Eyes of an Eighty Year Old Pirate is a bookreadgood.

Five Books of S. Irenaeus
The president has announced that Earth is going to collide with a rogue moon, and in the process, our entire planet is going
to be smashed to bits. As one would expect, upon hearing this news, humans went ballistic. It was as if every sports team in
the world lost their championship game at the same time. No car was left unrolled—but oddly enough, Taco Bell remained
open and made unfathomable profits in the last days. Apparently, Doritos Locos® Tacos were a popular last meal. Autumn
(who for the purposes of this retelling asked to be portrayed as drool-inducing hot with kickass ninja skills) has just been
handed the task of saving all of humanity. With the help of her unbelievably sexy alien boyfriend and her kleptomaniac
friend with fire-retardant hair, Autumn takes a spaceship and races to save her fellow humans by using the Ark of the
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Covenant. Along the way, she discovers how sheltered people are from the truth of extraterrestrials and their power to
either protect us or destroy us. Stupid government. Grab a bottle of wine, a shipload of snacks, and prepare to take a ride
on this humorous chick lit romantic sci-fi paranormal adventure. If you’re into Ancient Aliens, conspiracy theories, UFOs,
crave a little sexy time in your reading, are curious if we were genetically engineered (like the Sumerian cuneiform texts
claim), and are dying to find out the meaning of life, then this book is for you.

It's Your First Year Teaching, But You Don't Have to Act Like It
In Against the Grain, Bill Courtney shares his convictions on the fundamental tenets of character, commitment, service,
leadership, civility, and others that, in his decades of success as an entrepreneur and educator, have proven to be the keys
to a winning and meaningful life and career. Each chapter tells the story of one of these tenets through compelling
anecdotes of the colorful characters in Bill's life, leading to a deeper understand of the meaning of each and how to
employee these fundamentals in all aspects of one's life. Against the Grain intertwines inspiring and thought-provoking
anecdotes, lessons, and amazing real life examples. Bill's passion for us all to reconsider our own approach to life and
constantly improve upon it comes across on every page.

Holy Crap We're on Fire!
At last—the moment you’ve been waiting for since the first page of issue #1! With a villain revealed, a stranded crew, and a
ship on a collision course with total destruction, Captain James T. Kirk will have to face the biggest challenge of his life on
his own! Written by showrunners Jackson Lanzing & Collin Kelly (Green Arrow, Nightwing, Gotham City Garage) this is a
perfect jumping-on point before the second year of the series begins.

Attack of the Printers with Feet
An insider’s look into the decades of research behind Zecharia Sitchin’s books as well as an in-depth overview of his
theories and discoveries • Includes carefully selected chapters from the Earth Chronicles series as well as never-beforepublished letters, articles, and lectures • Each piece includes an introduction, offering context and insight into Sitchin’s
passionate work and revealing the man behind the theories • Explains the genesis of The 12th Planet, the Anunnaki
influences on the Sumerian civilization, the orbit of Nibiru, the prehistory of the Americas, the extraterrestrial origins of
modern man, and much more What if the tales from the Old Testament and other ancient writings, such as those from
Sumer, Babylon, Egypt, and Greece, were not myths or allegory but accounts of actual historical events? Known for his
ability to read and interpret ancient Sumerian and Akkadian clay tablets, Zecharia Sitchin (1920-2010) took the words of
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our most ancient ancestors as fact and, through decades of meticulous research, showed that they revealed a coherent
narrative about the true origins of humanity and civilization. Drawing both widespread interest and criticism, his Earth
Chronicles series of books, beginning with The 12th Planet, detailed how humanity arose after the arrival of the Anunnaki
(“those who from Heaven to Earth came”), alien “gods” who created modern man in their own image and imparted gifts of
civilizing knowledge. Providing an insider’s look into the decades of research behind Zecharia Sitchin’s complete works as
well as an in-depth overview of his theories, this collection includes carefully selected chapters from the Earth Chronicles
series as well as never-before-published letters, articles, and lectures. We learn about the genesis of The 12th Planet in
“The Book as a Story,” the Sumerians and their Anunnaki influences in “The Sudden Civilization,” the orbit of Nibiru in
“UFOs, Pyramids, and the 12th Planet,” the prehistory of the Americas in “Cities Lost and Found,” the extraterrestrial origins
of modern man in “The Cosmic Connection--DNA,” and much more. We get to read never-before-published lectures, culled
from Sitchin’s decades of presentations, as well as the article that spurred the writing of There Were Giants Upon the Earth.
Each piece includes an introduction by Sitchin’s niece, offering context and insight into Sitchin’s passionate work. These
introductions reveal the man behind the theories, a world traveler known for his scholarship, dry humor, and precisely
chosen words. If his theories are true, as Sitchin wholeheartedly believed, then this collection presents some of the most
important knowledge we have of our origins and future.

Holy Shit, You're 65
This funny Crap Excellent pun 40th Birthday Gift Journal / Diary / Notebook is an IDEAL gift idea! It is 6 x 9 inches in size
with 110 blank lined pages with a Floral theme for writing down thoughts, notes, ideas, or even sketching.

The Anunnaki Chronicles
Parents of adult children around the world will laugh and cry as they share in this Marine Corp Mom's journey through USMC
Boot Camp.
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